Tree Change Doll
Peasant Blouse
by Melinda Worfolk

MATERIALS

Small amount (18m or 20 yards) of DK or light worsted yarn
Set of 3.25 mm or US 3 double pointed needles OR long circular for magic loop
Yarn needle

INSTRUCTIONS

CO 22 sts. Join to knit in the round, being careful not to twist.

Rounds 1 and 2: Knit all sts.

Round 3: *K, yo.* Rep until end of rnd; end with yo.

Round 4: *K 11, CO 11.* Rep once more to end of rnd.

Round 5: PM to mark beg of rnd and join again to knit in the round.

The CO sts now form two armholes for the blouse. You will continue to knit a tube for the rest of the body.

Continue to K in the rnd until blouse is desired length.

When you are ready to bind off, P last rnd.

CO all sts knitwise.

Break yarn and weave in all ends.

You’re done!

Designed for the Two Rivers Gallery Doll Makeunder Workshop, based on Sonia Singh’s Tree Change Dolls. Pattern inspired by Shellee Floyd’s “Magic Loop, One Piece Barbie Dress.”